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Vax Day’ Launches In LA County, With 3.5 Million More Local Residents Seeking Their Shots Four months after coronavirus vaccinations began in California, eligibility expanded Thursday, April 15, to ...
California Healthline Daily Edition
California took a big step last week opening vaccine eligibility to everyone 16 and over, and teenagers are getting in line for shots. Doctors say this is a good thing. The American Academy of ...
Teenagers 16-18 can get vaccinated in California: What to know
Half the state will have received at least one dose of coronavirus vaccine Thursday amid proof that they work well against dominant variants ...
Vaccines Strong Against COVID Variants As LA Expands Eligibility
The rapid expansion of vaccine eligibility could prove to be the biggest test yet for ... who led the new study. Music festivals could return to Southern California as soon as July, my colleague ...
Coronavirus Today: California’s new vaccination milestone
UCLA will take part in research that will test the effectiveness of COVID ... 1,232,348 of those have been second doses. California will expand eligibility to individuals of age 50 and up on ...
UCLA To Test Effectiveness Of COVID-19 Vaccines In U.S.
There are still reasons to be cautious. As the situations in Oregon and India show, the coronavirus remains a threat. One doctor said he's "confident I'm not going to get hospitalized and die... But I ...
Is it finally safe to get back to normal, pre-COVID-19 life? Here’s what experts say
Are vaccines mixable? A California woman was concerned after she was mistakenly given Moderna, instead of Pfizer, for her second dose. A doctor is now explaining the impact.
CA woman gets injected with wrong vaccine for 2nd shot; Doctor explains impact
Google Assistant will no longer mispronounce names, if taught, based on the latest update Google has made to the platform.
Google Assistant can now be taught how to pronounce and recognise names
In a few short weeks, Kate Googins will graduate from the University of Denver’s Sturm College of Law and will prepare for the bar exam. She will finish near the top of her class and already has a job ...
Graduating Law Student Sets Her Sights on Working For ‘Big Law’
“They seem very confused about what the eligibility is,” said Brynn Carrigan ... Working Age Hispanic Immigrants Were 11 Times More Likely To Die Of Covid In California, Study Says A steady stream of ...
Latest From California Healthline:
Even as California prepares to expand vaccine eligibility on April 15 to all ... an infectious-disease specialist at Vanderbilt University, calls this public health’s “low-hanging fruit ...
California counties vary widely in vaccinating seniors. How does yours rate?
Even in normal times, approximately 30 to 35 percent of the population experiences acute, or short-term, insomnia, according to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine. Add on the stress of coronavirus ...
13 Things To Help You Sleep, Recommended By Sleep Experts
Is it safe to go to big sporting events during the pandemic? Not yet, but there are ways to make it safer if you go. “Yelling, chanting, hugging and generally pouring out our sports enthusiasm is ...
Is it safe to go to big sporting events during the pandemic?
In certain circles of San Francisco, a case of syphilis can be as common and casual as the flu, to the point where Billy Lemon can't even remember how many times he's had it. "Three or four? Five ...
Syphilis Cases in California Drive a Record-Setting Year for STDs Nationwide
Trials are underway to determine whether the coronavirus vaccines are safe and effective in children under age 16.
When Will There Be a COVID-19 Vaccine for Kids?
Some experts in California also expressed concern at how quickly the Golden State was reopening. Dr. Kimberly Shriner, an infectious disease specialist ... even as the eligibility pool expands ...
13 California Counties May Open Up Even More, State Says
While being fully vaccinated doesn't mean it's suddenly safe to party like it's 2019, most interactions pose a much lower risk than they did before you got jabbed.
You’re vaccinated. Congrats! Now what can you do safely?
After a yearlong hiatus, Birthright is set to restart its regular programming and expects thousands of participants.
Birthright to resume trips for vaccinated or recovered American Jews starting in May
“It’s easy for a politician to declare access open, and a much harder thing for public health and health care to deliver on that promise,” said Dr. Rebecca Wurtz, an infectious disease specialist ...
Vaccine Eligibility: States Race to Deliver on Promised Shots
NEW DELHI — India says it will begin vaccinating everyone 18 and older for the coronavirus starting May 1 as the country battles a surge in infections. A government statement says the goal is to ...
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